Spectra Pro IR Series Cameras

This document describes the features, operational issues, and major fixes for the new Spectra Pro IR Series cameras. Review each section to determine if an upgrade is warranted for your installation. For additional information on the camera (including the latest updates to documentation, product specifications, and software downloads), visit the Pelco Web site at www.pelco.com.

**NOTE:** For technical issues, contact Pelco Product Support at 1-800-289-9100 (USA and Canada) or +1-559-292-1981 (international).

05.20.2.2 Release

**New Features and Improvements**
- Added support for ONVIF Profile T.
- Added cybersecurity improvements:
  - Added the ability to set TLS (formerly SSL) to “Required” in the Web Client which disables HTTP access.
  - Added Web Client controls to allow and block IPv6 addresses.

**Major Fixes**
- Corrected an issue with Sabotage being too sensitive and triggered by small motion events.
- Corrected a problem where Camera Sabotage Events were not seen in VXOpsCenter.
- Corrected an issue with being unable to run a pattern created in the camera’s web client in the Endura Workstation user interface.
- Corrected an issue with not being able to start a camera scan in VXOpsCenter.
- Corrected a problem with no backup and restore option for the camera in VXToolbox.
- Corrected an issue with not being able to pull live video and getting bandwidth error messages from the camera after restarting the VideoXpert system.
- Corrected a problem with not being able to detect a camera’s patterns or scans in VXOpsCenter.
- Corrected an issue with NTP Time Settings not being available in VXToolbox.
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